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Article 1.
1.1.

Allowed and required Hardware

All drivers are expected to have:
a). A computer with at least the recommended rFactor 2 requirements
(https://store.steampowered.com/app/365960/rFactor_2/):
3.0 GHz Intel i5 or 4.0 GHz AMD FX or better
Windows 7, 8, 8.1 or 10, with latest Service Packs
8GB RAM
nVidia GTX 760 or AMD 7870
2GB Video Memory
DirectX 9.0c
60GB free HD space
DirectX compatible sound card
b).

A broadband internet connection

c).

Steering Wheel and pedals. Commercial models.

d).

A headset and a microphone properly set up to talk and hear the stewards.

Article 2.

Software

2.1.

Each driver must have a currently valid online rFactor2 license.

2.2.

The organizers will provide, in a direct way or through links, the additional software
needed for the championship.

2.3.

The driver is the responsible of keeping hardware, software and the internet
connection in perfect conditions. Any malfunction on these elements will be
considered as a driver’s technical problem.

2.4.

At all times any driver inside the championship servers must have properly running
all the control systems. Breaching of this rule might cause the removing of his lap
times, the disqualification from the race, from the event or even from the
championship. So all drivers will attend immediately any advice from the organisers
about any kind of fault on the control systems in their computers.

Article 3.

Internet connection

3.1.

The minimum bandwidth recommended is 2Mb/s downloading speed. This value is
just illustrative. The stewards will have the power of kicking any driver from the server
when they detect his ping is too high, avoiding problems to any other competitors.

3.2.

This rule is applicable in any session and it will be executed by any steward or
organizer.

Article 4.

Configuration and passwords

4.1.

Organizers will provide the drivers with all the passwords needed to enter to the
servers.

4.2.

These configurations and passwords are for exclusive use of the ESL Mapfre Racing
Series drivers.

4.3.

If any driver provides any of this data to any other not properly registered as a
competitor, he will be excluded from the championship.

Article 5.

Modifications and additions to the technical regulations

5.1.

This Technical Regulations could be modified if the Technical Direction considers it
necessary.

5.2.

As many annexes as needed for guaranteeing an optimum development of the
championship can be added.

